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THE INESSIVE CASE OF LITHUANIAN ‘LONG’ 

(DETERMINATE) ADJECTIVES AND THE PHONETIC 

REALISATION OF THE ACUTE INTONATION  

IN PROTO-BALTIC 

 
The purpose of the paper is to find an historical explanation for the 

inessive case-forms of determinate, or ‘long’ adjectives of Standrad 
Lithuanian. It argues that Standard Lithuanian iness.sg. fem. gerõjoje, 
masc. gerãjame etc. do not descend from their ‘fuller’ Old Lithuanian 
counterparts but rather reflect an independent formation. This independent 
formation is best understood as directly reflecting the inherited, Proto-
Balto-Slavonic and/or Proto-Indo-European locative case, secondarily 
enlarged by the inessive clitic Proto-East-Baltic *=ḗn. The discussion of 
the phonological developments presupposed by this reconstruction yields 
interesting results concerning the phonetic realisation of the acute 
intonation in Proto-Baltic times. 
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Инессив литовских членных прилагательных и фонетическая 
реализация акутовой интонации в прабалтийском 

Статья посвящена происхождению падежных форм инессива 
членных прилагательных в современном литовском языке. Высказы-
вается гипотеза о происхождении этих литовских падежных форм не 
от более полных форм инессива, засвидетельствованных в старо-
литовских текстах, но непосредственно из прабалтославянского, и тем 
самым праиндоевропейского, локатива. Обсуждение фонологической 
стороны этой гипотезы приводит к выводам относительно фонети-
ческой реализации акутовой интонации в прабалтийском. 

Ключевые слова: историческая морфология, балтийские языки, 
литовский язык, имя прилагательное, падеж инессив, падеж локатив, 
просодия, акутовая интонация. 

 
As is well known, from an historical perspective the case-forms 

of Lithuanian ‘long’ adjectives are composites which originally con-
tained two clearly separable elements (cf. most recently Hock 2016, 
Sommer 2016/2017, 2018, Gelumbeckaitė 2020). The first element 
is, in each case, the relevant form of the indeterminate, or ‘short’ 
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adjective. The second element is the corresponding case-form of a 
clitic identical in origin with the pronoun Lith jìs, jì ‘he, she’. 

This is most clearly shown by those case-forms of Lithuanian 
‘long’ adjectives whose endings contain circumflex long vowels and 
diphthongs. Cf. (1) for a representative selection of such case-forms 
in the inflection of the adjective gẽras ‘good’. 

(1) Lithuanian  Proto-East-Baltic
1
 

 ‘short’ adj. ‘long’ adj. pronoun  ‘long’ adj. 

gen.sg.masc. gẽro gẽrojo jõ ~ *g'erā=i�ā 

acc.sg.masc. gẽrą gẽrąjį jį̃ ~ *g'eran=i�in 

gen.sg.fem. gerõs gerõsios jõs ~ *ger'ās=i�ās 

The same principle is obviously valid for those case-forms of 

Lithuanian ‘long’ adjectives which originally contained endings 

with acute long-vowels. This becomes obvious as soon as the so-

called Leskien’s Law is taken into account. According to this well-

established sound law, acute long vowels have been secondarily 

shortened in the last syllable of a Standard Lithuanian word-form. In 

the inflection of Standard Lithuanian adjectives, this shortening 

affected the ‘short’ adjective and the second element of the ‘long’ 

adjective. By contrast, the first element of the ‘long’ adjective, 

originally identical with the corresponding case-form of the ‘short’ 

adjective, remains unaffected by Leskien’s shortening, which 

evidently operated only after the univerbation of both elements had 

been completed. This is shown in (2). 

 (2) Lithuanian  Proto-East-Baltic 

 ‘short’ adj. ‘long’ adj. pronoun  ‘long’ adj. 

nom.sg.fem. gerà geróji jì ~ *ger'ā�=¤ī� 
instr.sg.fem. gerà gerą́ja jà ~ *ger'ā�n=¤ā�n 

Finally, the same can be demonstrated also for case-forms 
containing acute diphthongs in their endings. Here one has to take 
into account the well-established fact that acute diphthongs have 
been shortened by Leskien’s Law only in polysyllabic words. In 

                                                      
1 Here and in the following, in all pre-Lithuanian, Proto-East-Baltic, and 
Proto-Baltic reconstructions the acute intonation on long vowels and 
diphthongs is marked by ´ over the acute long vowel or the first component 
of an acute diphthong. Long vowels and diphthongs bearing the circumflex 
intonation receive no special diacritic mark. The place of word-stress is 
marked by ' preceding the stressed vowel or diphthong. 
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monosyllables they are not shortened but undergo metatony, i.e. 
switch from the acute to the circumflex intonation (cf. Stang 1966: 
116, 126, Pronk 2012: 235–238, Hock 2016: 376–380, Hill et al. 
2019: 161–162). Accordingly, in such case-forms as given in (3) 
Leskien’s shortening affected the ‘short’ adjectives and the second 
element of their ‘long’ counterparts. The first element of the ‘long’ 
adjectives, protected from the shortening by the clitic, remained 
entirely unaffected. In the pronoun, etymologically acute diphthongs 
remained unaffected by Leskien’s shortening but received the 
circumflex intonation.  

(3) Lithuanian  Proto-East-Baltic 
 ‘short’ adj. ‘long’ adj. pronoun  ‘long’ adj. 
instr.sg.masc. gerù gerúoju juõ ~ *ger'Ö=¤Ö 

acc.pl.masc. gerùs gerúosius juõs ~ *ger'Ös=¤ṓs 

nom.pl.masc.  gerì geríeji jiẽ ~ *ger'Ë �=¤Ë�� 

However, in dialects of Lithuanian, including the contemporary 
standard language, the inflectional paradigm of ‘long’ adjectives 
contains several case-forms which are strikingly deviating from the 
above stated principle. This is most clearly shown by the inessive 
case which is given in (4a) following such grammars and handbooks 
as Ulvydas et al. (1965: 477–505), Senn (1966: 142–168), and 
Ambrazas et al. (1997: 134–158). For the time prior to the well-
known pre-Lithuanian word-stress retraction from non-acute 
syllables on following acute syllables (so-called Saussure’s Law), 
the inessive case-forms given in (4a) presuppose more ancient forms 
reconstructed in (4b). If one compares the reconstructions given in 
(4b) with those in (4c), where the above stated principle has been 
mechanically applied, the difference between the forms implied by 
Standard Lithuanian and those required by the theoretical 
expectation becomes obvious. Both Proto-East-Balt iness.sg. fem. 
*ger'ā=¤ā¤ḗn, masc. *ger'a=¤amḗn and iness.pl. fem. *ger'ās=¤āsḗn, 
masc. *ger'ōs=¤ōsḗn are one syllable shorter than the theoretically 
expected forms. The missing syllable is obviously the last syllable 
of the corresponding ‘short’ adjective in the inessive case, i.e. Proto-
East-Balt sg. fem. *ger'ā¤ḗn, masc. *ger'amḗn and pl. fem. 
*ger'āsḗn, masc. * ger'ōsḗn. If this syllable were present also in the 
‘long’ innessive case-forms, their Standard Lithuanian outcome 
would be not the actually existing sg. fem. gerõjoje, gerãjame and 
pl. fem. gerõsiose, masc. geruõsiuose, as given in (4a), but rather sg. 
fem. †geroję

́
joje, masc. †geramę

́
jame and pl. fem. †gerosę

́
jose, 

masc. †geruosę
́
juose. 
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(4)   ‘short’ adj. ‘long’ adj. 
a iness.sg.fem. Lith gerojè gerõjoje 

 iness.sg.masc.  geramè gerãjame 

 iness.pl.fem.  gerosè gerõsiose 
 iness.pl.masc.  geruosè geruõsiuose 

b iness.sg.fem. PEBalt *ger'ā¤ḗn *ger'ā=¤ā¤ḗn 
 iness.sg.masc.  *ger'amḗn *ger'a=¤amḗn 
 iness.pl.fem.  *ger'āsḗn *ger'ās=¤āsḗn 
 iness.pl.masc.  *ger'ōsḗn *ger'ōs=¤ōsḗn 
c iness.sg.fem. PEBalt = †ger'ā¤ḗn=¤ā¤ḗn 
 iness.sg.masc.  = †ger'amḗn=¤amḗn 
 iness.pl.fem.  = †ger'āsḗn=¤āsḗn 
 iness.pl.masc.  = †ger'ōsḗn=¤ōsḗn 

The traditional explanation of this strange situation starts with 
the observation that case-forms predicted by theory and just 
constructed above did once exist in Lithuanian. Such inessive forms 
are recurrent in Old Lithuanian texts from late 16th and 17th c., 
especially in Dasukša’s Postill dating from 1599 (cf. Zinkevičius 
1957). Accordingly, the contemporary Standard Lithuanian shorter 
inessive case-forms of ‘long’ adjectives are explained as having 
developed out of such Old Lithuanian fuller forms by some kind of 
secondary shortening or haplology (cf. Stang 1966: 271; Zinkevičius 
1981: 37; 1996: 123–124; Hock 2016: 380; Gelumbeckaitė 2020: 
53–54)2. This hypothetical development is given in (5). 

(5)   Old Lith  Standard Lith 
 iness.sg. fem. geroję́=joje > gerõjoje 

  masc. geramę́=jame > gerãjame 

 insess.pl. fem. gerosę́=jose > gerõsiose 

  masc. geruosę́=juose > geruõsiuose 

This traditional explanation is unsatisfactory for the following 
two reasons. First, it is entirely ad hoc. Apart from the inflection of 
‘long’ adjectives, such a development is not attested anywhere else 
in the Lithuanian grammar or lexicon. Second, the traditional 
explanation is too unspecific because it does not explain why the 
shortening would eliminate a whole syllable (-ję́-, -mę

́
-) in the 

singular but not in the plural where just the vowel (-ę́-) is lost. 

                                                      
2 Similarly Sommer (2018: 160–163) where an interplay of phonological 
and purely morphological factors is suspected. This account is particularly 
difficult to assess until it has been spelt out in detail. 
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In the present paper an alternative account will be suggested 
which explains the Standard Lithuanian inessive case of ‘long’ 
adjectives in a less arbitrary and formally more straightforward 
manner. The starting point of this new account is the fact that the 
shorter inessive case-forms of Standard Lithuanian ‘long’ adjectives 
do not necessarily descend from their fuller Old Lithuanian 
counterparts. In fact, both variant forms of the inessive, i.e. fem. 
geroję

́
joje and gerõjoje etc., actually coexisted in Old Lithuanian 

times and may be, therefore, equally old3. At least in theory, the two 
different sets of inessive case-forms in the inflection of the 
Lithuanian ‘long’ adjectives can have emerged independently from 
each other. 

This becomes a possible and even plausible assumption as soon 
as one considers the origin of both categories involved, the inessive 
case and the ‘long’ adjectives. As is well known, the inessive case of 
Lithuanian is a recent innovation which has no counterpart in the 
closely related West Baltic (i.e. Old Prussian), or Slavonic. The 
nouns, pronouns, and ‘short’ adjectives demonstrate that the inessive 
reflects the inherited locative secondarily univerbated with a clitic 
Proto-East-Baltic *=ḗn (cf. now Villanueva Svensson 2020: 12–13, 
32–38)4. A part of the relevant data is given in (6). Note that the 
shape of the Lithuanian o-stem inessive singular betrays the recent 
age of this univerbation which must have postdated the regular 
monophthongisation of Proto-Baltic *a¤ to Proto-East-Baltic *ē �. 

 

                                                      
3 Unfortunately, no inessive forms of ‘long’ adjectives seem to occur in 
several of the most ancient Old Lithuanian texts, the Catechisms by 
Mažvydas (1547) and Vilentas (1579), or the Wolfenbüttel Postill (1573–
1574). See respectively Stang (1929: 125–128), Ford (1969: 84–85), and 
Gelumbeckaitė (2020). 
4 The Proto-Baltic ending of the eh2-stem loc.sg. should bear the acute 
intonation. However, the lack of Saussure’s Law in the iness.sg. of 
Lithuanian root-stressed nouns (rañkoje etc.) and its operation in the 
iness.sg. of Lithuanian mobile nouns (dienojè etc.) most clearly point to 
pre-Lithuanian iness.sg. *-ā¤=ḗn. This presupposes Proto-Baltic loc.sg. 
*-ā¤, not *-ā́¤. At the same time, a group of adverbs ending in Lith -ì (ankstì 
‘early’ etc.) are best explained as fossilised reflexes of eh2-stem loc.sg. in 
Proto-Baltic *-ā́¤ (cf. Villanueva Svensson 2016). The situation remains 
unclear. The equally unexpected circumflex in the iness.pl. (Lith rañkose, 
dienosè etc.) seems to point to a metatony (i.e. a change from acute to 
circumflex) in the whole inessive. The issue was recently discussed in 
Bolotov & Oslon (2019: 84–87) and Villanueva Svensson (2020: 34–38). 
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(6)  PIE  OCS  PBalt  PEBalt  Lith 
  loc.sg.  loc.sg.  loc.sg.  iness.sg.  iness.sg. 

o-stem nouns *-o¤ > -ě ~ *-a¤ → *-ē�=ḗn > -e 

eh2-stem nouns *-eh2¤ > -ě ~ *-ā¤ → *-ā¤=ḗn > -oje 

deictic pronouns masc. *-omi > -omь ~ *-ami → *-ami=ḗn > -ame 

In contrast, the Lithuanian ‘long’ adjective inflection must be 
much older. Being found in a similar shape also in West Baltic (i.e. 
Old Prussian), and in Slavonic (cf. again Sommer 2016/2017: 221–
247; 2018), the ‘long’ adjective inflection appears to be, in essence, 
an innovation dating to Proto-Balto-Slavonic times. 

This means that the Lithuanian inessive of ‘long’ adjectives has 
to be explained as a new case-form, emerging by way of 
univerbation of the inherited locative with Proto-East-Baltic *=ḗn in 
a system which already contained the ‘long’, i.e. doubly inflected 
case-forms of adjectives. It seems clear that under these conditions 
the new inessive case of doubly inflected ‘long’ adjectives could be 
constructed in two different ways. 

The first strategy would build the new inessive case-forms by 
means of combining the ‘ready for use’ inessive of the ‘short’ 
adjective with the ‘ready for use’ inessive of the (clitic) pronoun, 
both elements being already enlarged by Proto-East-Baltic *=ḗn. As 
shown in (7) this strategy would immediately produce a part of the 
Old Lithuanian fuller variant forms such as the iness.sg. fem. 
geroję́=joje etc. The pattern would then have been followed by all 
other forms already in pre-Lithuanian times (i.e. prior to the most 
recent Leskien’s Law). 
(7) 

PBalt  pre-Lithuanian  Lithuanian 
loc.sg.fem.  iness.sg.fem.  iness.sg.fem.   

*ger'ā¤́ → *ger'ā¤=ḗn ⇒ *ger'ā¤=ḗn + *=¤ā¤=ḗn > geroję́=joje 

*¤'ā́¤  *¤'ā¤=ḗn       

  iness.sg.masc.       

  *ger'ami=ḗn ⇒ *ger'ami=ḗn + *=¤ami=ḗn > geramę́=jame 

  *¤'ami=ḗn       

The second strategy would simply enlarge the inherited ‘ready 
for use’ locative case-form of the ‘long’ adjective with Proto-East-
Baltic *=ḗn. This process would generate variant forms of the 
inessive containig a reflex of Proto-East-Baltic *=ḗn just once, as 
the last element in the chain of three. As shown in (8), from a purely 
morphological perspective this would straightforwardly generate the 
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shorter variant forms of the inessive in Lithuanian ‘long’ adjectives 

such as sg. fem. gerõjoje etc. 

(8) PBalt  PEBalt  Lithuanian 
a loc.sg.fem.  iness.sg.fem.   
 *ger'ā¤=¤ā¤ → *ger'ā¤=¤ā¤=ḗn > gerõjoje 

 loc.sg.masc.  iness.sg.masc.   

 *ger'a¤=¤ami → *ger'a¤=¤ami=ḗn > gerãjame 

b loc.pl.fem.  iness.pl.fem.   

 *ger'āsu=¤āsu → *ger'āsi=¤āsu=ḗn > gerõsiose 

 loc.pl.masc.  iness.pl.masc.   

 *ger'ōsu=¤ōsu → *ger'ōsi=¤ōsu=ḗn > geruõsiuose 

The only point which remains to be clarified are the phono-

logical developments to be assumed at the juncture between the first 

element of such constructions (i.e. the ‘short’ adjectives) and their 

second element (i.e. the pronominal clitic). Here just two sound 

changes have to be postulated: 

• Proto-Balt *V¤¤V > Lith VjV in the singular, 
• Proto-Balt *Cu¤V > Proto-East-Balt *Ci¤V > Lith CiV (i.e. 

palatalised C) in the plural. 

The second sound change is potentially confirmed for 

Lithuanian by a clear parallel in a different domain of grammar. As 

shown in Hill (2012: 19–24), the development of PIE *u¤ into *i¤ 

and its subsequent simplification into palatalising *¤ when followed 

by a long vowel is the easiest way to explain several feminine case-

forms of East-Baltic u-adjectives (cf. 9 for Lith gilùs ‘deep’). 

(9) PIE  PBalt  Lith 
 gen.sg.fem.     
 *-u-¤eh2-es > *-i-¤ās > giliõs 

 dat.sg.fem.     

 *-u-¤eh2-e¤ > *-i-¤ā¤ > gìliai 

 nom.pl.fem.     

 *-u-¤eh2-es > *-i-¤ās > gìlios 

In contrast, the first sound change cannot be independently 

confirmed by reference to evidence somewhere else in the 

morphology or in the lexicon. However, it can be shown that this 

sound change does not violate the rules of East Baltic historical 

phonology. 
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Such a violation may be suspected in the dative case of 

Lithuanian ‘long’ adjectives where the fem. gẽrajai and masc. 

gerájam (phonologically /-aijai/ and /-'aijam/) seem to presuppose 

retention of the old *¤ before the pronominal clitic. However, as 

shown in (10), both forms are recent creations, based on the corres-

ponding ‘short’ case-forms fem. gẽrai and gerám. Accordingly, 

gẽrajai is spelt <géraijei> in Klein’s first printed grammar of 

Lithuanian, where gerájam is still <geramjam> (Klein 1654: 20, 27, 

cf. 1653: 35, 49). The same is true for Kurschat (1876: 246–249), 

where the feminine form is given as <gẽraijai> and in the masculine 

gender <gerámjam> coexists with <gerájām>. The regularity of the 

recent assimilation of m by j is confirmed by ‘long’ adjective dat.du. 

fem. gerójom, masc. geríejiem (cf. <gerémjem> in Klein 1654: 20). 

(10) Lithuanian     

 ‘short’ adj.  prn.   

a dat.sg.fem.     

 gẽrai + jái > gẽrajai 

b dat.sg.masc.     
 gerám + jám > gerájam 

c dat.du.fem.     
 geróm + jóm(=dviem) > gerójom 

 dat.du.masc.     

 geríem + jíem(=dviem) > geríejiem 

A much more serious vialotation of the change asumed in (8a), 

i.e. Proto-Balt *V¤¤V > Lith VjV, is observed in the masculine form 

of the nominative plural and in the feminine form of the nominative-

accusative dual of ‘long’ adjectives. As shown in (11), these two 

case-forms clearly presuppose a preservation of Proto-Balt *V¤¤V 

until the time of monophthonisation of Proto-Balt *a¤ into Proto-

East-Balt *ē �. The preservation of the dipththong in the nom.pl. 

masc. and nom.-acc.pl. fem.*g'erá¤=¤á¤ (> Lith geríeji) in (11) is in 

sharp contrast with its simplification in the loc.sg. masc. 

*ger'a¤=¤ami (> Lith gerãjame) in (8a). 

(11) Lithuanian  PEBalt  PBalt 
 ‘short’ adj. ‘long’ adj. pronoun  ‘long’ adj. 

nom.pl.masc. gerì geríeji jiẽ ~ *g'erË�=¤Ë� < *g'erá¤=¤á¤ 
nom.-acc.du.fem. gerì geríeji jiẽ(=dvi) ~ *g'erË�=¤Ë� < *g'erá¤=¤á¤ 
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However, this conflict between the case forms correlates with 
the difference in the intonation of the diphthong in question. In the 
loc.sg. masc. Proto-Balt *ger'a¤=¤ami the diphthong was spoken with 
the circumplex intonation. In the nom.pl. masc. and nom.-acc.pl. 
fem. Proto-Balt *g'erá¤=¤á¤ the diphthong had the acute. For this 
reason, the preservation of the diphthong in the latter case-forms 
does not necessarily constitute counter-evidence against its regular 
simplification in the former. 

In theory, the contrast between Proto-Balt *-a¤=¤ami > Proto-
East-Balt *-a=¤ami and Proto-Balt *-á¤=¤á¤ > Proto-East-Balt *-Ë �=¤Ë� 
might even provide information concerning the phonetic realisation 
of the acute intonation in Proto-Baltic times. If in Proto-Baltic the 
acute intonation was realised by means of glottalisation (like partly 
in Latvian and Žemaitian dialects of Lithuianian)5, it can be assumed 
that the glottal stricture actually followed the long vowel or 
diphthong in question. This means that Proto-Balt *g'erá¤=¤á¤ 
reconstructed in (11) was phonetically realised as something close to 
*[g'era¤ˀ¤a¤ˀ]. It seems natural to assume that in such a structure, 
where two relevant Proto-Balt *¤ were separated by *[ˀ], the 
simplification of the geminate was less likely than in the loc.sg. 
masc. *[ger'a¤¤ami] and fem. *[ger'ā¤¤ā¤] reconstructed in (8a). 

The discussion has shown that the shorter innesive case-forms of 
the Standard Lithuanian ‘long’ adjectives (such as iness.sg. fem. 
gerõjoje etc.) do not descend from their fuller Old Lithuanian 
counterparts but are best explained as directly reflecting the 
corresponding inflectional forms of the inherited locative case. 
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